Reptile Demonstration / Party Rules

Your live reptile show will be fun and exciting for everybody. We have prepared a simple list of rules to make the entire process easier and smoother for everyone.

1. Please provide your educator with a close parking space. We will have a hefty inventory of animals to load and unload. A close space makes this easier.

2. An 8ft wide by 6ft deep presentation space is preferred. If indoors, please provide an area clear of furniture.

3. Outside shows can only be performed when temperatures are 65 degrees or warmer. The presentation spot must be in the shade.

4. No food or drink may be consumed during the show. This is a salmonella risk.

5. A group size of 15 or less is ideal. Larger groups may receive a less interactive demonstration.

6. Please do not allow children to be up and moving within 6 feet of the demonstrator during the show. This poses a serious safety risk for both the demonstrator and the animals.

7. Please remove cats and dogs from the show area.

8. All participants must wash their hands after the demonstration.